Active or passive? We’re past that binary decision by now, aren’t we?

When it comes to achieving outcomes, we believe there is no purely passive approach to an investment strategy. We’re all active investors. We make choices, saying yes to some exposures and strategies and no to others. That’s why, at Russell Investments, we believe in active AND passive investing. Decades of expertise in asset allocation help us objectively recognize that there are appropriate situations, market cycles, and circumstances for both approaches in an investment strategy.

We also believe that investors who take advantage of the wide-and-deep toolkit that multi-asset investing provides can help to improve their odds. And we believe the best plan is not to follow trends but to focus on proven, research-based strategies that potentially give investors a higher likelihood of reaching their outcomes.

One of the strategic decisions most investors have to make is: What’s the right mix of active and passive investing within their portfolio? Passive is cheaper—at least on the surface. Active may have higher fees, but it also can help to provide the potential for beating passive market index benchmarks, net of fees.

Active AND passive: The case for both

There’s no disputing that passive strategies typically have lower fees and have often done a good job of beating below-average active managers. But that doesn’t necessarily make them more successful.

The intention of active management is to outperform a passive market index benchmark. At Russell Investments, we believe that potential for outperformance can often help to pay off over the long-term. But there’s no one right way to invest for everyone. Each investor has a unique set of goals, real-world constraints and risk preferences. And actively managed investments do have risks.

A new look at risk preference
When we talk about risk preference, investors might often think about the mix of stocks and bonds in a portfolio and ratios like 60/40 or 70/30. But another preference may be just as important: the risk preference that embraces the potential for active management outperformance, even when that outperformance is not guaranteed.

Many investors recognize the importance of long-term investing. And we believe, over the long term, that active and passive management combined within a multi-asset portfolio will demonstrate value versus a passive-only portfolio.

Helping an investment strategy to achieve outperformance from active managers requires the ability to find outperforming managers. Because of our decades of experience in manager research, we know it is possible to find firms who specialize in finding and combining “best-of-breed” managers—firms that dynamically manage multi-asset exposures to suit many investors’ goals, constraints and preferences regarding risk.

High-conviction active investing can help to improve returns. But different investors have differing levels of willingness to take on the interim cost and variability required to reap those benefits.

The chart below shows an illustrative way to approach this challenge of finding the right mix of active and passive, based on an investor's risk profile. For investors with a low risk-tolerance, during periods of active management underperformance, more passive exposure might make sense for them, even if that approach eliminates the possibility of outperforming passive benchmarks. For investors who have a higher risk-tolerance, more active exposure might be the best approach. Of course, many investors will find their place somewhere along the spectrum.

For illustration purposes only.
At Russell Investments, we believe that investors who get past the binary decision have greater potential to achieve their outcomes. It’s no longer a question of active OR passive. For just about any investor, active AND passive likely makes the most sense.
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